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{TIBETAN} 00:00:10

So first of all, begin by adjusting your motivation, thinking that you are here on this occasion to receive the most 
profound Mahayana teachings, with the ultimate aim of reaching the state of enlightenment in order to benefit all 
mother sentient beings. With this thought, please adjust your motivation for listening according to the instructions
of all the great lamas of this tradition.

00:00:29 {TIBETAN} 00:01:03

We'll continue where we left off. After the indented paragraph, we have covered one or two paragraphs, and we 
continue with the third paragraph of the handout. 

"In terms of the objects that are induced by these two [types of] inappropriate attention, [they have] the 
desirable aspect and the undesirable aspect that is the opposite of that. And since they become desire and 
aversion, they are not posited as desirous attachment and aversion merely having the desirable and 
undesirable aspects induced through grasping at the person to be self-sufficient and substantially existing.
The mode of positing even these two – desire and aversion – is different."

00:01:49 {TIBETAN} 00:02:53

We have already talked about this inappropriate attention. Inappropriate attention is going to start focusing on 
different characteristics and then describing the object as being attractive or unattractive, the beautiful and the 
ugly. There are different ways that it does this, but since, here, we are dealing with the unique presentation here, 
when we talk about inappropriate attention, it will look at those characteristics of beauty and ugliness as existing 
from their own side, and as a result of that there will be craving. So, for example, if you look at the object as 
having the characteristic of being beautiful from its own side, you will have the craving that tells you that you 
don't want to be separated from that object, and that leads to attachment or desire for that object. If you see the 
object as having the characteristic of being unattractive or ugly from its own side, you will have the opposite 
reaction to it, you don't want to be with the object. So you end up generating aversion.

00:04:08 {TIBETAN} 00:05:31

The second sentence says 

"they are not posited as desirous attachment and aversion merely having the desirable and undesirable 
aspects induced through grasping at the person to be self-sufficient and substantially existing."

And then he concludes by saying 

"The mode of positing even these two – desire and aversion – is different."

So if we start from the end, you understand that we're talking about the unique presentation of the Middle Way 
Consequence school. From that perspective, obviously the way that we posit desire and aversion is different. In 
the previous sentence, where it says they are not posited as attachment and aversion, it qualifies this by saying 
merely by being induced from grasping at the person to be self-sufficient and substantially existing. In this 
context, for this school, for this unique presentation. Otherwise, in general, obviously you have aversion and you 
have desire that is induced through grasping at the person to be self-sufficient and substantially existing. But in 
our school, for this unique presentation, if you have desire and aversion that are induced by grasping at the self-
sufficient and substantially existing, it's not what we classify as desire and aversion.

00:07:05 {TIBETAN} 00:07:10
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It is not the subtle affliction according to the unique presentation of the Middle Way Consequence school. 
Otherwise, in general, yes, of course, they are afflictions, they are classified as attachment and desire.

00:07:25 {TIBETAN} 00:08:39

In the last sentence, the mode of positing even these two--desire and aversion--is different. Why is he using the 
word "even"? Because we have seen that in this school we have unique presentation, more or less for everything. 
So we have a unique presentation of what is ignorance. Ignorance, here, refers to grasping at true existence. Then 
we had a unique presentation of the view of the perishable, the grasping of 'I' and 'mine' included within our own 
continuum, again, with the unique presentation of the school. Then we had a unique presentation of the extreme 
views, and now we come to have a unique presentation even about afflictions such as attachment and aversion, 
desire and aversion. So even down to the level of how we posit these afflictions, the presentation is different, is 
unique.

00:09:43 {TIBETAN} 00:10:30

You can see here that we keep stressing that we have a unique presentation of what is subtle afflictions in the 
school. And we emphasise the unique all the time because actually no other school below the Middle Way 
Consequence school can posit those. Why? Because we identify the root, ignorance, as grasping at true existence.
For us this is the big mistake, but all the other schools actually believe that things truly exist. So for them, 
grasping at true existence is not...

00:11:08 {TIBETAN} 00:11:31

From the Mind-only and below, everyone believes that things truly exist. The Autonomy school posits grasping at
true existence as a knowledge obscuration, not as afflictive obscuration.

00:11:50 {TIBETAN} 00:12:08

So when we say that grasping at true existence, it is coming down to be leading to a unique presentation about 
afflictions in the Middle Way Consequence school. It is unique because they posit it as an afflictive obscuration. 
So once we understand what this type of grasping is, then there is doubt about afflictions such as desire and 
aversion that are induced from that or are produced from that. How are we going to understand those or posit 
those?

00:13:11 {TIBETAN} 00:14:08

We know what is the position in this school, that we say that the root of all afflictions is that particular grasping, 
all afflictions. We have given that quotation that says just as the physical sense power pervades the whole body, 
similarly, all afflictions are induced from that type of grasping. And if that is destroyed, then all afflictions will be
destroyed. So remember that quotation. That quotation actually very clearly identifies this true grasping as being 
the root of all afflictions. And when we say all afflictions, we mean the unique afflictions as they are understood 
in the Middle Way Consequence school, but also the common afflictions or the afflictions as they are commonly 
understood or accepted by the other schools. Now the question is, how are we going to posit the distinction 
between subtle and gross levels of afflictions?

00:15:30 {TIBETAN} 00:18:05

When we have this presentation where we say that grasping at true existence is the root that induces or produces 
all afflictions, each and every affliction, that actually does not tell you or does not give you sufficient information
for you to identify whether the affliction that is generated is gross or subtle. So we're discussing, here, 
attachment. The information that we have is that attachment has come from a cause that is true grasping. But 
when I look at this attachment, and I'm trying to look at the nature of this attachment, I'm trying to understand is 
this gross attachment, is it subtle attachment, or what type of attachment is it? I don't have enough information 
because all I know is that everything is traced back to the same cause. All afflictions, each and every type of 
affliction comes from one cause. So that doesn't allow me to say, this is subtle, this is gross. So how are we going 
to posit this? We talk about gross affliction and we talk about subtle affliction. That differentiation actually comes
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from judging the level of the mental capacity of the individual. So if you have an individual who can think that 
the cause that brings about attachment is grasping at the self that is self-sufficient and substantially existing, and 
that person cannot think any further--their mind, their mental capacity cannot allow them to identify any other 
type of grasping more subtle than this, then we say, from that perspective, that is classified as gross attachment. 
And you have to understand it's classified as gross attachment because there are some other individuals who 
understand that the type of grasping that brings about attachment is grasping that grasps at things to be 
established from their own characteristics. And that is an intellect that identifies a cause that is more subtle than 
the previous one. So from that perspective, that second attachment is described as subtle attachment, whereas the 
previous one is gross.

00:20:44 {TIBETAN} 00:21:01

The interesting thing here is that we are talking about the exact same attachment. There's one attachment, but one 
person can only go as far as saying it is induced by grasping at the self-sufficient and substantially existing self, 
whereas the person the other person can say no, it is induced by grasping at the person to be established from its 
own characteristics. That is one thing to keep in your mind. That it depends upon the mental capacity of the 
person. Now we want to see whether we can posit gross and subtle levels of attachment, not from the point of 
view of the mental capacity of the person who identifies the cause, but from the point of view of attachment 
itself, which we have spoken about that before.

00:22:07 {TIBETAN} 00:22:38

When we want to define attachment being subtle or gross from its own side, we are looking at what this 
attachment is concordant with. If that attachment is concordant with true grasping by means of its nature, it is 
subtle. If that attachment is concordant with grasping at the self-sufficient and substantially existing self, then it is
gross. To phrase it in a different way, attachment that is at the same time grasping at true existence and 
attachment, which is the meaning of concordant, this is subtle attachment. Whereas attachment, which at the 
same time is also grasping at the self-sufficient and substantially existing self, this is the gross attachment.

00:23:58 {TIBETAN} 00:24:40

So there is that issue of being concordant because how exactly do we define this? How do we understand this? 
You see this, we say attachment that is concordant with true grasping. This expression, attachment or affliction 
that is concordant with something is something that you will find, like in Lama Tsongkhapa's writings like 
dGongs Pa Rab gSal. You will find it in Lam Rim Chen Mo, you will find it in the Five Stages of Guhyasamaja, 
in tantra. But it is not always clearly defined exactly what sort of concordance there is.

00:25:24 {TIBETAN} 00:26:21

Remember how we have explained how that attachment is concordant with that true grasping, because we say 
true grasping is the cause, and it's the cause that is inducing that true grasping. And we find that true grasping in 
every step of the process. Now we're not saying that the initial cause and the final result are concordant. Why? 
Because they don't exist at the same time, because one is the cause and the other one is their result. So they exist 
at different times. But we say that this attachment is actually induced. So the importance of the word "induced," 
meaning that there is that true grasping that follows every step of the way. And this is the thing that finally makes 
you have this desire, that you want to have an object that has those truly existing characteristics, a truly existing 
object with truly existing characteristics. So then, at that point, you say they are concordant, and as we have said, 
if you want to go with the strict definition of being concordant, it has to be in terms of five aspects, which is the 
focal object, the basis, the mode of apprehension, the time, and the substance.

00:27:45 {TIBETAN} 00:29:44

In dGongs Pa Rab gSal, here, Je Rinpoche is making this statement. Many times he's talking about attachment 
that is concordant with true grasping. And he describes this as being attachment that has the nature of true 
grasping, because it is attachment that is at the same time also true grasping. So he says like this, if you realise 
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the emptiness of a phenomenon such as form, the wisdom realising the emptiness of that form will also have the 
power to eliminate the desire that is grasping at the true existence of that form.

00:30:32 {TIBETAN} 00:30:52

From this expression that he uses, he says that type of wisdom will also have the power to abandon desire that is 
grasping at true existence, desire that has the nature of true existence. So it is in that phrase that we have an 
insight of how he describes desire. This is the nature of desire. This actually comes later on in the text where he 
is, in dGongs Pa Rab gSal, describing how to deal with 'mine.' We have grasping of the 'I' and grasping at 'mine.' 
There's a section there about grasping at 'mine' that he makes that statement. It's very short. It's about half a page.

00:32:15 {TIBETAN} 00:32:59

The exact words that he uses there, in that paragraph it says it will also be able to abandon attachment that is 
grasping at true existence. So this expression, attachment that is grasping at true existence, this can only be an 
attachment that his concordant with grasping at true existence. What else could it be.

00:33:24 {TIBETAN} 00:34:28

You can see here we have looked at two ways of positing different levels of attachment, attachment as in gross 
attachment, and subtle attachment. The first one was looking at just one case of attachment, there are not different
cases of attachment, just one case of attachment. But we say we can classify it into either being gross or being 
subtle from the point of view of how far the mind of the individual who analyses the cause of that attachment can 
go. It's according to the mental capacity of the person who identifies the cause for that attachment, and in a sense 
that is the easiest one to do. The other one is classifying attachment as gross or subtle from the point of view of 
the nature of attachment itself. And when we do that, we come to talk about attachment that has the nature of true 
grasping. This is subtle, and this is the unique presentation of the Middle Way Consequence school, because there
is no other school who classifies true grasping as being an affliction. So you can understand no one else can 
actually posit this. It is unique, and it is the subtle presentation.

00:35:57 {TIBETAN} 00:39:22

It is like this. We say that all afflictions are actually coming from true grasping. So true grasping is the root of all 
these afflictions. You have true grasping, from that you generate affliction. We're looking, here, at the example of 
attachment. So attachment is going to look at the object and is going to look at it whether it is pretty or whether it 
is ugly. Obviously, because it's attachment it will identify some prettiness, some beauty in these characteristics. 
There is attachment that looks at the object as being beauty, that is actually generated from grasping at the object 
or the beauty to be self-sufficient and substantially existent. However, even that comes from another root, and if 
you trace it backwards in terms of the root, you will see that even that which comes from grasping at that beauty 
to be self-sufficient and substantially existing is actually coming from grasping at the beauty to be truly existent. 
However, there are individuals who cannot go all the way to the source. When they reach the point where it says 
it comes from grasping of the beauty to be a self-sufficient and substantial existence, they stop there. This is why 
we describe this as being gross from the point of view of the individual, because the person cannot go any further 
and trace the real origin, the real cause. They stop at this point. And what do they say? They say I have an object, 
I have attachment here for an object, and I consider that object to be very beautiful. How does it appear? 
Beautiful. To me it appears to be beautiful in a self-sufficient and substantially existing way. Self-sufficient way 
means here it does not rely on anything else. You know how you have the different parts, and then you have the 
whole, and the whole relies on the parts. Here they say no, that object is self-sufficiently beautiful, meaning it 
does not rely on its parts for its beauty. So I'm grasping at it as being self-sufficiently and substantially existent 
beautiful. This is because I have this grasping, this is how it appears to me. And once it appears like this I will 
generate this craving that says I don't want to ever lose this object or person or whatever. And then from that 
point onward I will have desire for that person which is generated from that grasping at self-sufficient and 
substantially existing. So we say that at this point it is concordant. When you have that craving, it is concordant 
with the grasping of the self-sufficient and substantially existing self. This is the gross presentation. The subtle 
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presentation is exactly the same mechanism, but instead of saying it comes from grasping at the self-sufficient 
substantial existence, you say it's coming from the grasping of true existence. So you take everything to the real 
origin, to the real root, and then that is...

00:43:09 {TIBETAN} 00:43:19

From the beginning what runs through the process is grasping of true existence. So the object appears to be true 
existence, you grasp it as true existence. The superimposition of the qualities, beauty or ugliness, again, beauty or
ugliness appears to be truly existing beauty or ugliness, and then you have craving for that, and then you have 
attachment that becomes concordant with that grasping of true existence of these characteristics and the existence
of the object.

00:43:55 {TIBETAN} 00:44:57

There is that thing that we need to clarify. There is attachment that is induced from grasping at the person or 
characteristic or whatever to be self-sufficient and substantially existing. There is such a thing, but the question is
could it be only that? And we say no, for the Middle Way Consequence school we have already stated that true 
grasping is the root of all afflictions. So even that attachment that has been induced from grasping at self-
sufficient and substantially existing self, even that attachment has to come from true grasping. So it cannot be 
only that.

00:45:48 {TIBETAN} 00:45:55

Of course, for the lower school, they say yes, it is only induced from grasping at self-sufficient and substantial 
existence. For the Middle Way Consequence school, no, it cannot be only that, it has to be a bit further.

00:46:13 {TIBETAN} 00:48:44

We have described here that we have developed attachment, and attachment has come because there has been 
some superimposition or some exaggeration of qualities, whether it's very beautiful or it is very ugly. Now, we 
mentioned last week that we can have attachment that can be concordant with different things. So, for example, 
you could have attachment that is concordant with grasping at permanence. If your grasping is at permanence, 
this is the type of attachment concordant with that thing. Or you can have attachment that is concordant with 
grasping of the self-sufficient and substantially existing self. There you are desiring an object that you think is 
beautiful in a self sufficient way, without depending on its parts. Now, such a thing in reality does not exist. But 
this is what is going on in your mind. When we present these types of attachment we say that by nature this type 
of attachment is gross. Why? Because there is other attachment that is more subtle than this. You might think that 
the reason, the root reason that induces your attachment is grasping at the self to be a self-sufficient and 
substantially existing self. And you sit down and you meditate on the self lacking self-sufficient and substantially 
existing nature. So you sit down and you meditate on gross selflessness, and you meditate and you meditate and 
you meditate. The best you can achieve is that temporarily you might suppress manifest states. Nothing more. 
You have not abandoned the seed. You have not abandoned the seed of attachment. So you're not going to get rid 
of attachment. You have not eliminated the root. And as our texts say, you are not even able to stop manifest 
attachment. Why? Because the root of all this is grasping at true existence. And if you want to overcome that you 
must develop a way of comprehending the object that is grasping or apprehending the object in the exact opposite
way, directly opposite way. But the type of apprehension that you have, the object that is lacking the self 
sufficient and substantially existing self is not the direct opposite of grasping at the person or the the beauty of the
person to exist truly. So you're not directly opposing that thing, and therefore you cannot overcome that. You 
cannot do anything on the subtle level.

00:52:05

Geshe la: You're getting it now. You need to know these differences, the gross and subtle, from the two aspects. 
One is the...

00:52:25 {TIBETAN} 00:53:04
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We need to understand this. We talk about attachment here, about afflictions in general, and we make this 
classification into gross into subtle. There are two ways to understand this. One way is to say that we classify, it is
like just one case of attachment, one example of attachment, and this can be classified as gross or subtle 
depending on whether the person can really recognise what is the root cause that induces that attachment. Can the
person recognise the root cause or not? If they can recognise the root cause, then we say it's subtle. If they cannot 
get all the way to the root, then we say it is gross. That is from the point of view of the capacity of the individual. 
The other way of classifying attachment as gross or subtle is from the point of view of its nature. It doesn't have 
to do with how far the person can think. It's from the point of view of its nature. So if you can understand this in 
terms of attachment, two ways of classifying it, then it becomes easier for other afflictions. You can understand 
this gross and subtle affliction.

00:54:31

Student: Geshe la, a few weeks ago you were talking about that it is concordant but not the cause. Here, with 
these three steps, the grasping, and then the exaggerating qualities, and the desire. These steps are not causes? 
This one is not the cause for that one?

00:54:58

Geshe la: Yeah Yeah! That causes, you are talking about, three steps are causes. The last one, result is the 
attachment, so its cause comes from grasping of true existence. Then the second cause is the exaggeration of true 
existence, beauty of the truly existing object. The second cause. Then result is the attachment. These are cause 
and effect. So that resultant attachment and the cause which induces that attachment, grasping at true existence, 
those two are not concordant, because it's a cause and effect relationship. Grasping of true existence comes first, 
the attachment comes last, third. So it can't be concordant. At the same time, when you arise attachment, at that 
time you have a grasping at true existence, which is your exaggeration of beautiness from its own side. And that 
kind apprehension of your mind, exaggeration of beautiness existing from its own side, and you have that kind of 
attachment. That attachment is concordant with the grasping of true existence.

00:56:16

Student: But not caused by?

00:56:18

Geshe la: No, not caused. Cause and effect cannot be. Concordance is at the same time, arises at the same time. 
Cause and effect cannot be concordant with each other. At the same time there is a grasping of true existence. You
need to posit that. Once produced, the cause, the grasping of true existence which caused the attachment, but even
the inappropriate thoughts... Even Lama Tsongkhapa clearly stated, it is a cause of the attachment, not the 
attachment itself. It's very clearly stated in the text. Last time we read already. So it is also a cause. Now, when 
you are attached to that kind of truly existent beautiness, exaggerated, at the same time you need to posit the 
grasping of true existence, at that time. That grasping of true existence and attachment is the concordance we are 
talking about. Yeah. So [laughs] it's a little bit complicated. Need to think more, yeah.

00:57:37 {TIBETAN} 00:58:23

Remember that quotation that we gave from dGongs Pa Rab gSal, where it says if you realise emptiness of form, 
that wisdom realising emptiness will also have the power to abandon attachment that is grasping at inherent 
existence of the form.

00:58:43 {TIBETAN} 00:59:08

It talks about attachment that is grasping at inherent existence. That is attachment that has the nature of true 
grasping, or grasping at inherent existence. That can only be attachment that is concordant with grasping at true 
existence.

00:59:28 {TIBETAN} 01:00:44
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We have narrowed down the attachment, but we want to look at all afflictions. If we look at the presentation of 
afflictions usually we talk about either the 10 or the 6 afflictions. If you have the presentation of the 10 
afflictions, you have 5 that are view and 5 that are not view. If you have the presentation of the 6 afflictions, then 
you're going to have the 5 that are not view and then you count all the ones that come under view as being 1. 
Here, we want to say that we can posit all afflictions that are concordant with true grasping. The really difficult 
point is, under afflictions that are views, we have the extreme views, the view of permanence and the view of 
nihilism. So the really difficult thing is to posit nihilism that is concordant with true grasping.

01:01:54 {TIBETAN} 01:03:41

How are we going to posit this? It is described or defined as holding being not truly existent as being truly 
existent. We're talking about nihilism, and then you grasp at this not truly existing us truly existing. So you have 
true grasping and nihilism at the same time. So you cannot really posit it directly, you have to go in an indirect 
way. In the commentary to the Root of Wisdom, Ocean of Reasoning1, it says:

01:04:51 {TIBETAN} 01:05:09

"grasping that “the non-existence of the negated negandum exists in reality” is to fall into the extreme of 
nihilated functional entities, and so refuting that, moreover, is refuting the nihilistic extreme."

01:05:36 {TIBETAN} 01:05:47

Really, the problem is with the extreme views, and in particular the nihilism. The others are easy to posit.

01:05:58 {TIBETAN} 01:06:16

Continue with the next paragraph, 

"The statement “it is also depended upon dullness” has the meaning of inducing desire and so on, since 
dullness that grasps [at things to be] established from their own characteristic, precedes."

01:06:30 {TIBETAN} 01:07:26

Here the statement, "it is also dependent upon dullness" comes from the last line of the indented paragraph, which
is the Commentary to the 400 Stanzas. The last line says "it is also dependent upon dullness because dullness is 
the main one." He's commenting upon this. It is also dependent upon dullness. It has the meaning of inducing 
desire and so forth, because dullness that grasps at things to be established from their own characteristics is the 
cause, is the thing that proceeds. So it comes first, and because that thing comes first, then whatever attachment 
or affliction happens, it happens in dependence upon this dullness. It follows after this dullness.

01:08:21 {TIBETAN} 01:08:45

This one that says "it also depends upon dullness," it has the same meaning with the quotation that we have from 
the 400 Stanzas that says "just as the physical sense power resides in the body..." What we want to indicate here 
is that all afflictions are induced or they come in dependence upon this type of self-grasping, this dullness. Then 
the last paragraph, 

"The meaning of the example “Just as physical sense power [resides] in the body” [is this:] just as it is the
case that in terms of the basis of the other sense powers there is no other support posited separately from 
the physical sense power, similarly, all other afflictions also are posited in dependence upon dullness and 
they are not posited separately from it."

01:10:05 {TIBETAN} 01:12:57

The example that we have here, in the 400 Stanzas, it says "just as the physical sense power resides in the body..."
We have already explained there are two ways of understanding this. Slightly two ways of translating as well. 
Either you would say it resides in the body or it pervades the body. We want to stress that in either case we are 
talking about if you say "resides in the body," we want to say that the body is the support and all the other sense 

1 Pp. 23 of Samten and Garfield.
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powers have to depend upon the physical in order to exist in order to operate. Otherwise we can have the other 
interpretation that all the other "sense powers are pervaded by the physical sense power." Since physical sense 
power pervades all others sense powers. So, 

"just as it is the case that in terms of the basis of the other sense powers there is no other support posited 
separately from the physical sense power."

It means if you take away the physical sense power, they all collapse, they cannot function, they will all cease to 
exist. Similarly, all other afflictions are also posited in dependence upon this dullness. If you didn't have that 
dullness that is the root of all afflictions or pervades all afflictions, if you took away that thing, you wouldn't have
afflictions, they would just collapse, they would disappear. The important word, here, where it says "all other 
afflictions also are posited in dependence..." And it means all afflictions, gross and subtle. And the word "also" 
emphasises common and uncommon. And you hear this in the commentary of His Holiness where he says the 
word "also," it means not just the subtle afflictions according to the unique explanation of the Middle Way 
Consequence school, but all other afflictions of the other schools--the commonly posited, commonly understood 
afflictions. So, all afflictions also.

01:15:31 {TIBETAN} 01:15:40

Just as the other things are not posited separately from the physical sense powers, 

"separately from the physical sense power, similarly, all other afflictions also are posited in dependence 
upon dullness and they are not posited separately from it."

It's using, here, the word 'dependence." "All afflictions are posited in dependence upon this dullness." So you 
dullness, it becomes the support upon which all afflictions are dependent. Just as when you have the physical 
sense power (or the body, if you want) becomes the support in dependence on which all other sense powers can 
operate. They are independent, they depend upon that thing. So if you were to take away that thing it would not 
exist, they would not function. So they are posited in dependence upon this dullness, and they are not posited 
separately from it, cannot exist separately other than it, 100% depends upon it.

01:17:26 {TIBETAN} 01:18:04

Then it says "thus." So "thus," here, he's summarising, he's following from the conclusion. What conclusion have 
we reached? It's the conclusion that confusion is the root of all afflictions, right? And therefore we should have 
respect for the very term, "dependent origination," "empty of inherent existence," that is the antidote for that. We 
have been quoting from the 400 Stanzas, the verse that says "just as the physical sense power resides in the body, 
dullness resides in all afflictions..." Once you destroy that dullness all afflictions will be destroyed. And the next 
verse after that says 'the one who sees dependent origination has no confusion, therefore you'll strive by all means
to develop an understanding of the terms that explain dependent origination." So that is the meaning, the 
conclusion, that we have here as well.

01:20:41 {TIBETAN} 01:21:18

It says you should have all this for the term 

"‘dependent origination, empty of inherent existence’ that is the antidote for that."

What is is the "that"? "That" Is dullness. So the antidote for that dullness is an understanding of dependent 
origination, lack of inherent existence. And therefore, because that is the antidote for this dullness that creates 
everything, you should have respect for that. Respect, here, means you should listen, contemplate, and meditate 
on that. It is like they say, if you do not wish to experience any suffering, it is imperative that you abandon the 
true grasping. And there is no other way to do this other than developing insight into dependent origination, the 
profound meaning of emptiness. It is recorded in the sutras, the Buddha has said this, that if you develop this 
other method, aspects of the path, they will do nothing for your afflictions. They will not abandon your 
afflictions.
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01:23:07 {TIBETAN} 01:23:11

We stop here for tonight.
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